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Key features in Wwise 

 Can handle complex audio behaviors such as fades and containers like random, sequence, blend, and switch. 

 Game "syncs" allow the designer to update state settings, switch values, and adjust real-time game parameters. 

 
 

 The graph editor makes changing and tweaking curves easy for things like speed or pitch ramps. 

 You can easily build hierarchies of containers for complex behaviors and conditions. 

 

*Using Wwise, Vibe avenue won the Best Audio Award at Casual Connect 
USA in 2014 for Big Action Mega Fight! (Double Stallion Games). 

 

 Playdead (Limbo) 
 Ubisoft (Assassin's Creed, Child of Light) 
 Eidos (Thief) 
 WB Games (Batman : Arkham Origins) 
 Irrational Games (Bioshock Infinite) 

 

 2K Games (Borderlands) 
 Ninja Theory (DmC) 
 CCP Games (Dust 514) 
 Riot Games (League of Legends) 
 Etc. 

 



 

 An audio "bus" can be used to group related sounds such as music, voices, and effects for volume control, side chaining, 
ducking and elaborate mixing. 

 1st degree randomizers on pitch, filters, and amplitude allow quick variability. 

 Multiplatform simultaneous render with the possibility of customizing the settings for each of them. 

 The Profiler and Performance Monitor built into the authoring tool makes debugging smooth and easy and greatly helps for 
optimization and memory usage. (You can watch the CPU performance, streaming buffers, voices playing and other details in 
real time). 

 
 

 Translates complex multiple code lines scattered across scripts into few easy steps managed by the audio designer. 

 All of these features are done in the authoring tool, and can be changed and tested by the audio designer, without help from 
the programmer. 

 The programmer, instead of implementing the audio behaviors, just triggers the Wwise event name. 

 Excellent and rapid customer support if needed. 
 

Why use Wwise (over other audio middleware) 

 Dedicated interactive music engine and layout, allowing greater variability and flexibility in the integration. This feature 
provides extensive adaptability to the gameplay, as opposed to the fairly limited integration options in FMOD. 1 hour of 
composed music, if well integrated in Wwise, may last for 30 hours of in-game music. 

 



 

 Large amount of Plug-ins and effects imbedded in Wwise, such as : 

 SoundSeed Air plugins - generative sound sources using time-varying parameter sets to drive a synthesis algorithm.   
 No source audio files are necessary (hence no space required). 

 
 
 Effect Editor - a series of audio processing effects that can be tied directly to Real Time Parameter Controls or other in-game 
 variability. 
 Etc. 

 Midi support for interactive music and virtual instruments (Sample and Synth). This allows any MIDI input data (for example 
pitch bend or CC) to be attached to an RTPC-able properties on MIDI target of the music segment. 
 

 Put simply, Wwise can implement more complex audio behaviors in fewer manipulations and greater autonomy from the audio 
designer. 


